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ABSTRACT
The Internet has radically altered the context in which business information systems are deployed. Before the Internet, the
study of information systems focused on intra-company systems and decisions. Internet connectivity has brought a new
focus on markets, market systems, and market-oriented decisions. This new focus on reactive markets requires new teaching
methods that can model the behavior of markets and the role of information and information systems in markets. We present
an e-market simulation as a means for teaching market-oriented information systems concepts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 E-Markets and Information Systems
The inclusion of electronic markets as a topic in the IS
curriculum requires a subtle shift in our perspective of the
application of information systems theory to business. Prior
to the Internet, the subject of Information Systems was
about managing systems that deliver useful information in a
business setting. Within that context, we could teach about
management systems and about functional systems. The
first area, which includes such topics as decision support
systems and data mining, emphasizes the value of
information in the context of semi-structured business
decisions. The second topic, which includes transaction
processing, enterprise resource planning, and other systems,
emphasizes the systems themselves, their functions, and
their management. In the pre-Internet era, the context of
management systems regarded an individual decision-maker
facing "states of nature", while the context of functional
systems regarded transactions within a company or with a
small number of fixed partners.

Electronic markets are now an integral part of information
systems education. The success of online exchanges makes
this topic relevant to business. B2B markets such as
Covisint in the automotive industry, Exostar in aerospace,
ChemConnect in chemicals and plastics, GlobalNetXchange
in retail, and e2open for global outsourcing have generated
approximately $823B USO in global B28 e-commerce
activity in 2002, estimated to grow to between 4 and 8
trillion by 2005 (Butler, 2002). The success of B2C markets
such as eBay (also consumer-to-consumer), Priceline,
Amazon
and
Travelocity has demonstrated the
transformational potential of electronic markets. However,
there have been many widely publicized failures in both
828 and 82C markets including Enron's power trading
market, eToys' retail market and Napster's online music
distribution which suggests that there is still much to learn
about designing electronic marketplaces to operate
efficiently and effectively. This paper reports our use of a
market simulation tool in which students play the roles of
buyers and sellers in a marketplace.

Since the Internet revolution, the academic field of
Information Systems has paid significantly more attention
to a third area: markets and economics. As Bakos (1998)
discusses in his popular article on the impact of the Internet
on markets, markets create economic value for buyers,
sellers, market intermediaries and society at large. They
serve to match sellers and buyers, facilitate transactions,
and provide an institutional infrastructure for exchange. The
Internet increases personalization and customization of
product offerings, lower the buyer's search cost, enables
new types of price discovery, and improves information
sharing between buyers and sellers.

In this section we will elaborate on why we think markets
should be incorporated into the JS curriculum, and what the
challenges are of doing so. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of a typical real market, and our own market
simulation software. In Section 3 we provide three
illustrations of how to use VM to explore concepts of the
value of information in electronic markets. Section 4
discusses the use and value of VM in the IS classroom.
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